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Q13a-A Hydrogen Pilot Project

Hydrogen pilot project initiative to demonstrate safe green hydrogen production offshore:

• Part of Neptune’s vision to participate and play a role in the energy transition
• Part and first step of long-term vision of large-scale green hydrogen production and transport far out at sea
• Safe integration of offshore energy systems, share OPEX and tail-end gas production
• DEI+ subsidy has been granted and project officially been kicked off

• Full focus on accelerating the start-up
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DelpHynus Project
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Key Points

• Oil and gas are integral part of the Energy Transition and journey to Net Zero and new oil and gas
developments will be required. Reducing dependency on imports of energy is a critical factor.

• Decarbonisation can be facilitated by low cost access to green electricity, long life of assets and clarity on CO2
pricing outlook.

• Low cost carbon dioxide storage will be required from a large number providers to create a competitive
landscape and avoid monopolistic position and reduce cost to society.

• Opportunity for re-purposing and dual purposing of oil and gas assets for CCS or for offshore green hydrogen
generation extending assets life and facilitating decarbonisation investments
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